The large doses of liver extract needed for rapid response in pernicious anemia can be injected in small volume with Campolon Forte, containing 15 U.S.P. units in 1 cc. The daily administration of 1 cc. by intramuscular injection often produces a dramatic response within three or four days. The average maintenance dose is 1 cc. every seven to fourteen days.

Ampules of 1 cc., boxes of 3; vials of 5 cc. and 10 cc. (15 U.S.P. units in 1 cc.)

**Campolon Forte**

Trademark Reg. U.S. Pat. Off. & Canada

Brand of liver injection (concentrated)

Winthrop-Stearns Inc.

New York 13, N.Y. Windsor, Ont.
mass demonstration in the auditorium

The projectionist can follow a specimen through a progressive series of ever-closer localizations, from its gross aspect to its ultimate microscopic demonstration under oil-immersion.

The auxiliary Scopicon dark-chamber "round-table" affords superb facility for small-group study. Here the projected image is cast upon a platen within a light-tight chamber, with separate light-excluding viewing hoods for each observer. Any number up to ten may share in conference, which can be conducted in a normally lighted room. A pointer at each port permits any observer to indicate areas of interest to all the others for discussion.

... and for small-group "round-tables" in a normally lighted room

for example in exfoliative cytology

The 64,000 lumen intensity of the Scopicon high pressure mercury lamp permits auditorium demonstration of vaginal, uterine, bronchial and gastric smears and smears made from urine or other body exudates, even under oil-immersed microscope objectives. In projected images six feet or more across, every detail of the normal and abnormal cells can be seen due to the pinpoint character of the 1 mm. square (approx.) focal spot employed. The Scopicon light is steady, flickerless... its brilliant white color exhibiting biological stains to the greatest advantage. May we send you the brochure describing this versatile instrument?

SCOPICON, Inc.
215 East 149th St., New York 51, N. Y.
contains the right combination of qualities necessary for successful parenteral protein feeding. It is derived from proteins of high biologic value with all amino acids conserved, is non-antigenic and has a low concentration of dicarboxylic (nausea-provoking) amino acids. It can be administered at a high rate of infusion, giving the patient more time to rest.

Protein Hydrolysate is but one of the Baxter "right combination" solutions for parenteral therapy. Baxter provides from one source and with standardized procedures the exact solution and the specific equipment for any parenteral requirement.

Product of BAXTER LABORATORIES
Morton Grove, Illinois • Acton, Ontario

Available only in the 37 states east of the Rockies (except El Paso, Texas) through

AMERICAN HOSPITAL SUPPLY CORPORATION
GENERAL OFFICES • EVANSTON, ILLINOIS
Tissue repair is the keystone of the recovery process. It makes little difference if the infection is halted, the fracture reduced, or the metabolic imbalance adjusted—it is the patient's own cells that must complete the cure.

While true hypoproteinemia is comparatively rare, nevertheless hypernutrition with essential amino acids during the recovery process has been shown empirically to speed the patient upon the road to normal health. Amino acid preparations should be supplemented by moderate amounts of vitamins.

Lederle research has for some time been concerned with such mixtures of amino acids and vitamins and their application in the field of nutrition.
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Gluferate Tablets supply two key factors needed for treatment of chronic or refractory anemias: iron and glutamic acid hydrochloride.

The iron, for hemoglobin regeneration, is ferrous sulfate...effective in smaller doses than most other therapeutic forms of iron. The glutamic acid hydrochloride is in adequate amount to promote iron absorption and correct hypoacidity.

Recommended daily dose of Gluferate is 6 Tablets—furnishing 12 grains exsiccated ferrous sulfate and 1.2 Gm. glutamic acid hydrochloride. Gluferate tablets are supplied in bottles of 100's.
Veeder-Root Hand Tally for Blood Count

These quick, accurate instruments, used in blood analysis, are available in two models, the double and single, both used for differential and red and white count. When held cupped in the hand a slight pressure on operating lever registers one additional count. When the totals have been recorded, the figures are quickly returned to zero by turning the reset knob. Used in either hand, the other is left free for adjusting the microscope or tabulating. If not available from your Medical Supply House, order direct using the handy coupon below.

Veeder-Root
World's Largest Manufacturers of Counting Devices

VEEDER-ROOT, INC., HARTFORD 2, CONN.

Please send the following:
☐ Veeder-Root Double Hand Tally Counters (@ $17.00 each)
☐ Veeder-Root Single Hand Tally Counters (@ $7.50 each)
☐ Descriptive folder on Hand Tally Counters

Institution............................................................
Street........................................City..............State...........
Name...............................................................
Ortho anti RH sera

These are the factors which govern the efficiency and usefulness of Anti-Rh Sera. Ortho Anti-Rh Sera, because they are prepared by skilled technicians from carefully selected human bloods are accurate, potent, avid, and stable.

Available:
1. Anti-Rh (Anti-D) Typing Serum for the Slide Test
   5 cc. vials (Approximately 200 tests)
2. Anti-Rh (Anti-D) Typing Serum for the Test Tube Test
   2 cc. vials (Approximately 75 tests)
3. Anti-Rh(C) (Anti-CD) 87% Typing Serum for the Test Tube Test
   2 cc. vials
4. Anti-rh (Anti-E) Typing Serum for the Test Tube Test
   2 cc. vials
5. Anti-rh (Anti-E) Typing Serum for the Test Tube Test
   2 cc. vials
6. Anti-Human Serum for the Coombs "Developing" Test
   2 cc. vials

Anti-Human Serum is useful in:
1. Detecting maternal Rh antibodies in cord blood of infants.
2. Checking the bloods of patients suspected of being immunized against the Rh or other factors.
3. Detection of those antibodies which fail to agglutinate saline suspended donor cells as in cross-matching for transfusion.
4. Study and diagnosis of certain acquired hemolytic anemias.

Packaging:
2 cc. vials with a standardized dropper.

ORTHOPHARMACEUTICAL CORP., RARITAN, N. J.
equal in antianemia potency

The volume of parenteral liver extract represented in syringe "a" is one-twentieth of that contained in syringe "f." The antianemia potency of the volume illustrated in each syringe is the same. Regardless of the concentration selected, there is available a Lilly preparation that will completely maintain the pernicious anemia patient. The antianemia potency of 'Reticulogen' (Parenteral Liver Extract with Vitamin B12, Lilly) is such that, in uncomplicated cases of pernicious anemia, no more than one-twentieth cubic centimeter is required per day to maintain satisfactory red-blood-cell and hemoglobin levels and to prevent the advancement or development of neurological complications.

This certain response to every lot of 'Reticulogen' has been determined by standardization on known cases of pernicious anemia.

Specify 'Reticulogen,' the most potent injectable liver extract available, the next time you order through your usual source of supplies. Complete literature on 'Reticulogen' is available from your Lilly medical service representative or will be forwarded upon request.

ELI LILLY AND COMPANY
INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA, U.S.A.